
F O R  B L I S S F U L  S L E E P

Lifestyle beds
LIFETIME
PRODUCT SUPPORT
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AT  I TS  F I N E S T

The bed is one of the most pleasant places in our  
day-to-day life – a place for restful sleep, relaxed  
reading or for spending time with your partner. But  
many people make do with very little comfort and  
convenience here. While they use adjustable furniture  
for everything from car seats to living room sofas,  
they are content to lie on a rigid surface at night.  
Lifestyle beds from Stiegelmeyer offer so much more  
than this. The electrical adjustment options create  
a new sense of well-being.

Just set the backrest to an upright position for reading,  
or swivel the mattress into a sitting position for  
breakfast in bed. Get up in the morning at the ideal  
height and start the day fresh. Our lifestyle beds support 
and pamper you at every stage of life. Health problems 
caused by lack of sleep and an uncomfortable lying  
position are avoided from the outset.

Sleeping comfort
LIFETIME
PRODUCT SUPPORT
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of being at home in the world of sleep
1 2 0  Y E A R S

Stiegelmeyer – for 120 years, this name has had an excellent reputation 
in the world of sleep. The family-run company from Herford is the  
German market leader for all types of medical beds. This technical 
know-how has always been used by the company to design high- 
quality beds for private customers. Stylish design, innovative ideas, 
modern technology and top quality combine to produce results that 
will excite and inspire you. Enjoy a new lease of life in lifestyle beds 
from Stiegelmeyer and maintain your health whatever your age.

Our lifestyle beds are a safe investment in the future. Many models can  
be expanded to include more functions to suit your needs or can be  
altered in appearance by adding new bed frame surrounds. The high 
quality of Stiegelmeyer beds is reflected in the long lifetimes which our 
products achieve.

In addition, our first-class service is available to assist you with any  
questions you may have about our beds. You can also rely on our life- 
long product support. This is what our seal of quality stands for.

ESSENTIALLY BETTER

High-quality bedroom furniture for private customers has 
always played an important role in our long company history - 
the picture shows an example from the 1930s.

In our modern Herford showroom our customers can see Stiegelmeyer beds  
in a homelike living atmosphere. 

Georgios Kampisiulis Kemmler is chairman of the  
management board. The Kemmler family of shareholders  
has been associated with the company for 100 years.

LIFETIME
PRODUCT SUPPORT
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suite eMotion
A V A N TG A R D E
C H A L E T
P R E ST I G E

E N J OY  P E R F E CT  R E L A X AT I O N  
A N D  CO N T E N T E D  H O U R S

Sleep more blissfully than ever before – in a suite eMotion. 
These beds spoil you with a new level of comfort for many 
occasions. They are the ideal place to find a really comfortable 
position for reading a book, relaxing and watching TV or  
simply for pleasantly daydreaming. suite eMotion offers  
perfect sleeping and sitting positions for your most precious 
moments at home. Enjoy ideal relaxation in a single bed  
or spend many happy hours as a twosome and celebrate  
family breakfasts in a double bed.
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suite eMotion

A V A N TG A R D E
Choose your suite eMotion in one of the three design 
lines of Avantgarde, Chalet or Prestige. While they may 
look very different in appearance, the functions they 
provide – their mattress base lift feature and their sitting 
position – boast identical advantages, whether as a 
single bed or a double bed.

Avantgarde stands for streamlined modern elegance. 
This design line fits particularly well in rooms with a 
sleek style that focuses on high-quality understated 
elegance.
The backrests and leg rests of double beds can be adjusted individually.
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suite eMotion

C H A L E T
Enjoy the feel of a comfortable country house – with the Chalet  
design line. The gently rounded headboard gives the suite eMotion  
a particularly homelike touch. As with all design lines, a wide range  
of fine upholstery fabrics and leathers are available to choose from. 
Natural shades and floral patterns are a perfect match for Chalet. 

For single beds, the suite eMotion also offers the same comprehensive comfort.
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suite eMotion

P R E ST I G E
Impressive, sumptuous luxury – that is the appeal  
of the Prestige design line. The high headboard sets  
a powerful accent in any room and at the same time 
creates an atmosphere of safety and well-being. With 
Prestige, the suite eMotion becomes the much-admired 
focal point of your home. Dark and vibrantly coloured 
upholstery goes particularly well with this design line.

The elegant integrated reading lamps of the suite eMotion  
move with the bed frame when it tilts to a sitting position.
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The movable MotionGuide® is a sturdy mobilisation aid when upright in its central position. 
It also serves as a handset holder.

The flexible reading lamps illuminate the 
precise spot that you desire. 

The underbed light provides an elegant 
accent and, if desired, can provide  
orientation at night.

If the bed is equipped with an optional 
Bluetooth module, it can also be con-
trolled with an app.

With the optional USB port in the headboard, you can quick-
ly recharge smartphones and computers. 

Intelligent details and practical accessories ensure that  
your suite eMotion supports you in every situation. The bed  
is operated with an intuitive wireless handset. This is stored  
in a movable holder, the MotionGuide®, which can also be  
used as a sturdy mobilisation aid.

Would you also like to use your bed as a workstation?  
Recharge your smartphone or laptop using the optional USB  
port. The stylish reading lamps follow every adjustment  
of the bed frame.

suite eMotion  
INTELLIGENT DETAILS FOR A NEW LEVEL OF COMFORT

suite eMotion  
bed sizes

Single bed

• 90 x 200/216 cm

• 100 x 200/216 cm

• 120 x 200/216 cm

Double bed

• 180 x 200/216 cm

• 200 x 200/216 cm

 Approximate dimensions
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suite eMotion  
M OTO R I S E D  A DJ U ST M E N T  O PT I O N S

The body and mattress base of the suite eMotion can be adjusted with an 
electric motor to any comfortable position you wish. The modern technology 
remains invisible – the bed seems to float weightlessly above its base.

The bed lift function infinitely adjusts the mattress base to the ideal height  
for getting up or making the bed. The sitting function gently swivels the  
bed forward so that you can enjoy an ergonomic, health-promoting sitting 
position for long periods without any strain.

The lift function adjusts the mattress base infinitely 
to whatever height you wish. Back-friendly settings 
for comfortably getting up and easily making the 
bed promote your well-being.

The combination of a tilting bed frame and  
adjustable mattress bases creates a comfortable  
sitting position, which shifts the weight ergo-
nomically to the centre of the body.

On double beds, the backrest and leg rest  
of both halves can be adjusted separately.

At the maximum height, the mattress turns into  
a practical surface for packing a suitcase.
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Two types of mattresses were designed exclusively for the suite eMotion: a cold foam mattress  
and a pocket-sprung mattress. They guarantee luxurious reclining and sleeping comfort and  
a homogeneous bed climate for every comfort position you set. The specially tailored materials  
mean the mattress always adjusts precisely to the mattress base.

Cold foam mattress
With a total thickness of 20 cm, a 7-zone basic core and a high- 
quality comfort top layer, the cold foam mattress leaves nothing 
to be desired. Special perforations ensure generous air circulation 
and ideal pressure distribution.

Pocket-sprung mattress
Three layers with a total thickness of 22 cm combine here to create 
a mattress that meets even the most exacting requirements. Both 
models have reinforced edges that make sitting on the side of the 
bed considerably more comfortable.

Create your own sleeping experience
Both mattresses are available in a choice of hardness grades  
of H2 (soft/medium) and H3 (medium/firm). Enjoy the sleep  
experience you always wanted.

suite eMotion  
MATTRESSES FOR THE MOST EXACTING REQUIREMENTS

Stiegelmeyer commissioned a renowned manufacturer to create the beautiful 
fabrics for the suite eMotion range: The upholstery fabrics for the body and 
headrest have been developed by JAB ANSTOETZ. 

Choose the fabric or leather for your suite eMotion from an extensive collection. 
This lets you design your very own dream bed and integrate it perfectly into 
your home.

suite eMotion 
E X Q U I S I T E  U P H O L ST E R Y  FA B R I CS  A N D  L E AT H E R
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Libra
T H E  B E D  F O R  E V E R Y  STA G E  O F  L I F E 

The Libra is a bed that develops in tandem with you by keeping pace 
with your needs and tastes. With its flexible Vario-Safe-system,  
you can change or expand the design and the functions 
any time you wish. Treat yourself to new upholstery 
or safety sides at any time for more protection  
at night. Of course, the Libra also offers you  
all the advantages of a motorised adjustable  
bed, such as the lift function and the  
comfortable sitting position.

Use the handset to adjust the Libra effortlessly  
to your ideal height for getting up.
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The comfort mattress base pampers you with 50 free-floating 
spring elements for adapting perfectly to contours.

Optional safety sides for more protection and orientation  
can be retrofitted at any time.

The Libra's four-part mattress base is ideal for comfortably 
reading or watching television.

Would you like a relaxing head massage? 
Then simply remove the headboard – 
without the need for tools thanks to the 
Vario-Safe-system.

Libra S I N G L E  B E D

With the Libra, you are always at the right height –  
thanks to its infinitely adjustable lift function from  
a height of about 25 to 80 cm. Sleeping safely close to 
the ground, comfortably getting up at your own ideal 
height and effortlessly making the bed at hip height  
are a great help in everyday life. The comfort mattress 
base with 50 free-floating spring elements also ensures 
a good night's sleep. During the day, you can enjoy  
reading or watching television in the sitting position.

Libra bed sizes

• 90 x 200/220 cm

• 100 x 200/220 cm

 Approximate dimensions
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Libra partner
Sleeping together or separately? This is a thorny question for 
many couples. The need for closeness and an undisturbed 
night's sleep is often difficult to reconcile. With Libra partner, 
you can enjoy both. This double bed version of the Libra  
can be separated and put back together again in just a few 
easy steps. The two halves of the bed can be wheeled  
effortlessly into different rooms on stylishly covered castors  
and used as single beds. Simply decide on a day-to-day basis 
how you wish to sleep. You and your partner will appreciate 
this new-found freedom.

The Libra partner spoils you with all the functions that a single  
bed offers. Take advantage of the flexibility of the Vario-Safe- 
system and adapt the double bed according to your wishes.  
Enjoy harmonious hours for two in the sitting position.

The backrest and leg rest of the mattress bases can be adjusted 
separately. There is a handset available for each half of the bed.

The two bed halves can be separated and put back  
together again in just a few easy steps. 

Enjoy harmonious hours with your  
partner – the many comfort functions  
of the bed create a new lease of life.

Libra partner bed sizes

•   180 x 200/220 cm
 Approximate dimensions
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Headboards and footboards
 
Would you like new upholstery or a different wood 
decor? Simply order suitable elements of your 
choice.Double or single bed

If you regularly use the two bed halves of the Libra 
partner bed as single beds, you can order inside 
panels or safety sides for the beds at any time.

Safety sides
 
If you wish, the side panels can be replaced with height- 
adjustable safety sides for added protection and orientation.

With our innovative Vario-Safe-system, you can create your very own 
dream bed. Thanks to patented fasteners, you can remove, replace  
or exchange the head and footboards, panels and safety sides of the 
Libra without the need for tools.

The stylish design of our Libra beds will win you 
over. Choose suitable wood decors, fabrics and faux 
leather to create a unique dream bed. For example, 
you can also combine wooden headboards and 
footboards with upholstered side panels to create 
attractive contrasts.

Libra FA B R I CS  A N D  D E CO R SLibra T H E  V A R I O - S A F E - S Y ST E M

Our cosy wood decors blend harmoniously  
with every interior.

Choose elegant upholstery from the collection  
designed by our partner Delius.

Length 110

Length 90
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Lindeo
T H E  CO M F O R T  I N S E R T  
F O R  Y O U R  FA M I L I A R  B E D

Many people would like to enjoy the comfort of a  
motorised bed – but decide against it since they would 
miss their familiar bed. It is possible, however, to easily 
combine the two: The Lindeo comfort insert fits in  
almost any existing bed. You can keep your favourite 
bed and still enjoy all the advantages of an adjustable 
mattress base with a lift function. 

The Lindeo is simply inserted into the existing bed frame. You simply use the handset to infinitely adjust the mattress 
base to your favourite height for getting up.
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An exciting book is even more fun to read  
in a comfortable reading position. At the highest position of about 74 cm,  

you can make the bed at a back-friendly height.

Lindeo D E LU X E  F R A M E

A particular advantage of the Lindeo is its lift function from 
a height of about 29 to 74 cm. The lowest position is low 
enough to make the Lindeo remain invisible in almost every 
bed frame without affecting the appearance of the bed. For 
comfortably getting up or relaxed bed-making, the mattress 
base can be infinitely adjusted to the desired height using 
the handset. Enjoy comfort and support in your familiar  
feel-good atmosphere.

Lindeo bed sizes

• 90 x 190 cm

• 90 x 200 cm

• 100 x 200 cm

 Approximate dimensions

Safe  
24-volt system

5 mattress clamp handles
for a secure hold

A lower leg rest  
with a ratchet  

mechanism can be  
adjusted to a horizontal 

orthopaedic position

Space-saving chassis
of about 69 x 113 cm

4-section mattress base
made of glass-fibre-reinforced
plastic slats in plastic cap 
holders with damping buffers

Handset for
intuitive control

Feet with floor-level  
adjustment screws
and mounting brackets
for a secure hold in the
bed frame
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O U R  B E D S  –  
D U R A B L E  A N D  E A S Y  TO  C L E A N

TA I LO R E D  S P E C I A L I ST  A D V I C E

ESSENTIALLY BETTER

High-quality upholstery and decors are features that characterise the 
elegant design of our lifestyle beds. These modern materials are a 
safe investment in the future because they convince across the board 
with their durability and their ease of cleaning and care. Enjoy every-
day life in our beds without any worries – all the components are 
perfectly adapted to the requirements of day-to-day use.

You can buy our lifestyle beds from selected specialist  
retailers. We at Stiegelmeyer will also be pleased to answer  
any questions you may have. Please visit our website  
www.stiegelmeyer.com/en/lifestyle-beds and get in  
touch with us.



stiegelmeyer.com

Hauptsitz / Headquarters 

Deutschland / Germany
Stiegelmeyer GmbH & Co. KG
Ackerstraße 42
32051 Herford
Phone +49 (0) 5221 185 - 0
Fax  +49 (0) 5221 185 - 252
info@stiegelmeyer.com
www.stiegelmeyer.com
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